Coto Foundation Educational Scholarship
2017 Entry Form
California State Horsemen’s Association Inc.
Contestant Name:
Address:
Phone #:

E Mail:

Birth Date:

Current Age:

Region#:

English or Western:

CSHA Program you Participate in:
Drill Team Name:
(if you are currently riding on a team)
Parent or Guardian Signature:
Horse Park at Woodside Fees
Stall Fee (if not with Team)— $43.00

Print Parent or Guardian Name:

Stall fees includes a stall from noon Friday 7/28/2017 to 3:00pm Sunday 7/30 .
No day Haul-in, One bag of shavings is
included with stall. Feed and additional
shavings are available from the Park office. If you are riding on a drill team
competing at Coto Cup your stall will be
reserved through your team.

Application Fee:

RV Fee—$20 per day Water only
$50 per day Elec./Water

Stall Fee:

Please make checks out to the California
State Horsemen’s Assoc.

$25.00

RV Fee:

mail to:
CSHA/Jill Kraut
24163 Saint Moritz Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355

TOTAL FEES
Please make check out to the California State Horsemen’s Assoc.

COTO FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
The Coto Foundation Scholarship is a scholarship designed to assist young riders with a passion for horses continue their studies
beyond high school. The Coto Foundation has an interest in horses, young riders and education. This perfect storm of interests
has come together to establish this joint venture scholarship between CSHA and the Coto Foundation for the benefit of CSHA
members. You do not need to be a drill team member to compete for this scholarship. The competition will be a hybrid, light
version, and provide an insight into the Horsemastership and Royalty programs of CSHA.
The annual state scholarship competition will be held in conjunction with The California Coto Cup Drill Team Competition to be held
at the Horse Park at Woodside, in Woodside CA on July 29-30, 2017.
Awards




An initial award of $1500.00
A onetime renewal of $1500.00 based on demonstrated financial need
An custom trophy award belt buckle

Criteria





CSHA (direct or club) junior members as defined in the West Coast Horse Show Rulebook and a minimum of 14 years of
age.
Completion of scholarship competition application signed by parent or guardian.
Participation in Scholarship Competition.
Overall high score obtained during the Competition.

Fund Distribution




Funds will be held by and distributed by the CSHA Charitable Trust to the recipient upon proof of expenditure for books,
tuition, lab fees or other directly related educational expenses.
Enrollment in a college, vocational school, or certificate course applicable to career goals through an accredited school.
Funds will be held in reserve for the recipient to claim up to the age of 25 years old. Any unclaimed money at the end of
the reserved time reverts to the scholarship fund to extend the fund an additional year.

COMPETITION TESTING
Written Test - 200 Points
Test questions shall be based on information found in the provided study guide.
The written test will contain questions pertaining to general horsemanship and equine knowledge.
Riding Test - 400 Points
The riding test will consist of a compulsory pattern that will be judged on equitation and horsemanship. Riding patterns will be
distributed to all contestants. Competitors will receive scores only for those portions of the riding pattern for which they are on course.
Participants riding English or Western will be judged in accordance with the West Coast Horse Show rulebook available on the CSHA
website.
Interview – 200 Points
The interview will consist of several questions by one or more judges. Interviews are closed from an audience. Questions will pertain to
the program they compete in, their passion and experience with horses, and their educational aspirations.

COTO FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
Rules
1. Any CSHA junior member (direct or club member) over 14 years of age in good standing may participate. Junior
contestants are defined as those under 18 years of age as of January 1 of the current competition year.
2. Contestants competing on drill teams at Coto Cup will not be required to reserve stalls or RV spots separately. They
may be handled through the team. Only the entry fee is due along with the entry form.
3. The deadline for the entry form is July 1st, 2017
4. The arena will be marked off to a size of 100’x150’. Judges will be on the 150’ length, entry gate along the 100’ width.
5. A pony, mule or horse may be used. Contestants will not be allowed to handle or ride stallions in this competition.
6. Contestants will wear the same outfit for all three tests. Exception: No headwear is required during the written test and
if a helmet is worn during a riding test a western hat may be substituted for the interview portion if desired.
7. During the interview portion and written test only authorized personnel and the contestants will be allowed in the
examination areas. Observers will be allowed for riding section, but may not provide any coaching or direction.
8. No immediate family member, coach or trainer may be involved in judging or scoring any aspect of testing in which a
relative/pupil is competing/participating.
9. Contestants may not discuss any portion of the competition with contestants who have not completed a particular test.
10. In case of a tie in overall points, the contestant with the highest written score in the affected division will be declared
the champion. If written test were equal scores, the riding test will be the second tie breaker, followed by the interview
portion.
11. Failure of a contestant to appear at the designated time(s) of competition may result in disqualification. For drill
contestants team practice schedule will be planned to not conflict with scholarship testing. If a conflict should occur the
competitor will not be penalized and scholarship test time shall be adjusted.
12. Any contestant, family member, coach or trainer, who acts in a manner deemed improper, unethical, dishonest,
inhumane, unsportsmanlike, intemperate or prejudicial to the best interest of the program will be disqualified by the
Competition committee and will be ineligible to compete for the scholarship in subsequent years.
13. English contestants will use English tack and attire; Western contestants will use western tack and attire. The equipment
used will be in accordance with West Coast Horse Show (WCHS) rules. Judges will not deduct points for any dress rules
affected by the wearing of helmets.
14. Competitors seat, hands and feet will be judged according to section 8 (English Riders) section 9 (western riders) of the
WCHS rule book.
15. Written test questions shall be based on information found in the provided study guide.
16. Each contestant should bring a minimum of two pencils with erasers, a clip board, and a folding chair to the written
portion of the test.
17. A contestant winning a scholarship may not compete for the same scholarship in subsequent years.

Coto Foundation Educational Scholarship Riding Test Diagram
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Coto Foundation Educational Scholarship Riding Test Instructions



Lead Horse on foot and enter arena at A towards B, Turn left at B to C



Stand at attention in front of Judges table until told to proceed



Mount Horse (See WCHS Rule Book Pg 108: see notes below)



When Judge tells you to proceed, turn 90 degrees to the left and jog/trot to D



At D turn at a diagonal to E and extend jog/trot all the way to E



At E stop and turn 45 degrees to right and drop stirrup/irons (WCHS pg 102)



Jog to F, stop at F and pick up stirrups/irons



Make a 90 degree turn to the right then jog towards B



At B Pick up lope/canter and circle counterclockwise around G back to B, one circle



At B perform a change lead (flying or simple), circle clockwise around H one circle



At B break to jog/trot to C



Stop at C and back 4 steps straight back



Dismount horse (WCHS Rule Book pg 108: see notes) and lead horse up 4 steps to C



Salute judges by dropping chin to chest momentarily



Wait for judge to excuse you then lead horse to I



Turn right 90 degrees to J and exit arena

Notes:
The West Coast Horse Show Rule Book (WCHS) is available for no charge online at http://
www.californiastatehorsemen.com/Forms/2016-west-coast-horse-show-rulebook.pdf


For proper Equitation refer to WCHS Western pg 101-103 / English pg 54-55, (Free Right Hand may rest on thigh)



For accepted attire Western pg 86 (Exception: No Chaps or Chinks to be worn) /English pg 52.



For Equipment Western pg 87-97 / English pg 53-59



In this test the rider is the one judged. If a horse misbehaves, it is how the rider handles it, that will be judged.



You will be subject to judging from the moment you enter the arena until you exit.



Horse Appearance: Your horse should appear clean, fit and carrying weight appropriate for the body size. A horse
that appears sick, lame, emaciated, or overly tired may be penalized or withdrawn from test according to severity.
Tack should fit the horse properly and be neat, clean and in good repair.

COTO FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION

STUDY GUIDE

The CSHA Mission:
“Providing equestrians with quality, family oriented, amateur events,
educational programs and recreational activities for all breeds and disciplines”

Kristine Hahn/California State Horsemen’s Association Inc.
4/12/2016
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Chapter 1

THE HORSE

The history and evolution of the horse is long and fascinating. The first horse was a little
animal about the size of a dog. It originated a very long time ago in the forests of North
America. Known as the Dawn Horse, he was very different from what we know now. He
had four hoof-tipped toes in front, and three hoof-tipped toes in back. Eventually, horses
crossed the Bering land bridge between North America (Alaska) and Siberia, and moved
on to every continent except Australia.
In the process of moving and evolving across the rest of the world, horses encountered
great variations in climate, land forms and environments that led to the development of
different physical attributes. There is much debate about the origin of the modern horse,
but the oldest ancestors are thought to be from Central Asia and Mongolia. Those
ancestors are thought to be the origins of an Oriental/Eastern stock. Three broad groups
developed, which are considered to be the Libyan (whose line continued through Barbs
and Arabians), the Flemish Horse (probably the common ancestor of the draft breeds),
and the Celtic Pony, from which most pony stocks are derived.
For some reason, horses had disappeared in the North and South America about 8,000
years ago, probably due to a combination of climatic changes and over-hunting by
humans who had spread to the Americas around 15,000 years ago. So there were no
horses of any kind in the Americas until they were reintroduced by Spanish explorers in
the 1500s. (A small number of horses came with Columbus on his second voyage in 1493.
Imagine the suffering that horses must have endured on long ocean voyages in small
wooden sailing vessels!)
Domestication of the horse has a long history. Horses were hunted for food, and were
tamed and trained for use as pack animals and riding mounts. Man used selective
breeding to develop the horse for various uses, including use in agriculture and warfare.
If you were to try to develop an animal from scratch to “fit” the human body for
riding purposes, there is probably no better design than the shape of a horse’s body.
There is a place for the rider to sit on his back more or less comfortably, easy access
to his head for control using headstalls, bits and reins, the rider is elevated above the
ground and gains immense power and speed in the process, and most amazingly of
all, the horse puts up with it -- and some of them even seem to enjoy it!
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Chapter 2

COLORS, PATTERNS AND MARKINGS

Horses come in many colors. There is a large science involved in the study of the genetic
variations that produce horse colors and patterns. Some breeds have been damaged by
irresponsible breeding attempts to produce certain flashy or “popular” colors. One breed
in particular, which can be seen pictured on the internet from time to time described as
the “World’s Most Beautiful Horse,” is the Akhal-Teke from Turkmenistan. It is a
stunning metallic golden neon colored horse with many behavioral problems and genetic
diseases. In light of the many complex risks of breeding, the most important rule of color
is simply, “No good horse is a bad color.”
Here are some of the COLORS:
Bay – body color ranging from tan through red. Bays have black “points,” including black
mane and tail, and black on the lower portion of legs.
Black – true black without light areas, including black mane and tail.
Brown – body color brown or black with light areas at muzzle, eyes, flank and inside
upper legs (especially in winter coats); black mane, tail and points.
Buckskin – body color yellowish from gold to brown; mane and tail black or dark brown.
Buckskins do not have dorsal stripes.
Chestnut – body color dark red or brownish-red, mane and tail usually dark red or
brownish-red, but may be flaxen.
Dun – body color yellowish or gold, mane and tail black or brown; has dorsal stripe and
usually zebra stripes on legs, transverse stripe over withers. Other primitive markings
may also be present, including webbing, dark-tipped ears and guard hairs at base of tail.
Red Dun – a form of dun with body color red, yellowish or flesh colored, with mane, tail
and dorsal stripe usually red. Mane and tail may be flaxen, white or mixed. Red dun is the
dun gene expressed on a sorrel horse.
Gray – mixture of white with any other colored hairs. Often born solid colored or almost
solid, becoming lighter with age as more white hairs appear.
Grulla – mouse-colored, smoky body color, with mane and tail black. Usually black bars
on lower legs, and has dorsal stripe. Grulla is the dun gene expressed on a black horse.
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Palomino – light to gold-coin golden body, mane and tail white or ivory, no dorsal
stripes.
Paint – a breed that meets the standards of the Paint Horse Registry. Most Paints have
skewbald or piebald markings. Solid Paints do occur and are referred to as “breed-stock”
Paints. They carry the Paint gene and thus may throw a colored Paint foal.
Pinto – a horse of any breed with skewbald or piebald markings, for example a pinto
Saddlebred.
Blue Roan – more or less uniform mixture of white with black hairs on the body; usually
darker on head and lower legs. Can have a few red hairs mixed in.
Red Roan – more or less uniform mixture of white with red hairs on the body, usually
darker head and lower legs. Can have red, black or flaxen mane and/or tail.
Sorrel – body color reddish or copper-red; mane and tail usually same color as body, but
may be flaxen.
Chestnut vs. Sorrel – this little clip from Wikipedia may be of interest:
More often than not, the practical difference [between Chestnut and Sorrel] is
usually not in color, but in usage: horses ridden in the Western tradition are more
often referred to as sorrel and horses ridden in the English tradition are chestnut.
Many organizations simply avoid the whole fuss and choose one of the two terms to
denote all reddish or brown colorations that are not bay.
ADDITIONAL COLOR RELATED TERMS
Bend Or – black spots usually found on chestnut or sorrel horses. The term comes from a
famous 1880’s chestnut English Thoroughbred champion, Bend Or, who had spots on his
neck, shoulder and quarters.
Black points – black mane, tail and extremities.
Cowlick – tuft of fair growing in a different direction than the rest of the hair.
Dappled – visible spots, lighter or darker, overlying basic body color.
Dark spots – patches of dark hair within white markings.
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Dorsal stripe – dark line running along the back of some horses and many mules.
Mealy-mouthed – a horse whose color is faded out around the mouth.
Roan patches – scattered white hair areas through the basic body color, which do not
have underlying light-colored skin.
Zebra marks – dark, horizontal stripes seen upon forearms, knees and the back of the
cannon region. Also referred to as leg-barring or tiger stripes.

TYPES OF COAT PATTERNS
Blanket – specific to Appaloosa, a noticeable white coloring over the hips, with or
without spots.
Frost – speckles of white on a dark coat color.
Leopard – white base coat with dark spots.
Marbled – specific to Appaloosa, basic red or blue roan coloration, with dark coloring on
the edges of the body and a frost pattern in the middle.
Overo – specific to Paints and Pintos. Basic solid coat that “frames” the body, with large,
irregular splashes of white that seem to originate on the belly. White markings do not
usually cross the back. Generally, at least one and often all four legs are dark. Tail usually
only one color. Bald or white faced common.
Piebald – British term for black and white pinto markings. Large, irregular patches of
black and white on different parts of the body.
Skewbald – British term for horses with large, irregular patches of white and any other
color except black, covering different parts of the body.
Snowflake – specific to Appaloosa, prominent spotting over the hips.
Tovero – specific to Paints and Pintos. Predominately white body with dark pigmentation
around the ears that may expand to cover the forehead and/or eyes. Dark pigmentation
around the mouth may extend up the side of the face to form spots. Usually dark spots on
the flank and base of the tail. One or both eyes may be blue.
5

Tobiano – specific to Paints and Pintos. The coat has large, regular and distinct oval or
round spots that often overlap. The spots typically originate from the head, chest, flank,
and buttocks. Legs are generally white and the horse gives the appearance of being white
with large spots of color. White markings may cross over the center of the back between
the withers and the tail. The tail is often two colors.
FACE MARKINGS
Bald face – very broad blaze, extending from the forehead to the eyes, nose and parts of
the muzzle.
Blaze – a relatively uniform vertical marking of medium width extending the length of
the face.
Snip – any marking, usually vertical, between the two nostrils.
Star – any marking on the forehead.
Strip – a narrow marking extending up and down in the area between the forehead and
the nostrils.
Star and strip – a marking on the forehead, with a strip to the nasal peak. The strip does
not have to be an extension of the star.
Star, strip and snip – a marking on the forehead with a narrow extension at the nasal
peak, opening up again between the nostrils. These may be connected. (Say it fast five
times.)
LEG MARKINGS
Coronet – any narrow marking around the coronet just above the hoof.
Half pastern – a marking only in the pastern area above the coronet and half way to the
fetlock.
Pastern – a marking that includes the entire pastern region from the coronet to the
fetlock.
Sock – a marking extending from the coronet halfway up the cannon bone or halfway to
the knee on the foreleg, or halfway to the hock on the back leg.
Stocking – a full marking to the area of the knee on the foreleg and to the area of the
hock on the hind leg. It is an extended sock.
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Chapter 3

CLASSIFICATIONS OF HORSES, TYPES AND BREEDS

Horses are classified by size: Draft Horses (very large horses), Ponies (small), and Light
Horses (everything in between small and very large). These three classifications are
further subdivided by Type. Type describes the horse’s overall body style and
conformation, and the work for which the horse is best suited.
Light horses fall into (at least) six types: pleasure horse, hunter, stock horse, sport horse,
animated show horse, and racehorse. Types do not have fixed requirements for specific
conformation, size, action, or temperament. For example, an animated show horse could
be a Saddlebred or a Hackney Pony.
In addition to classification by size and type, there are also genetically based breed and
temperament characteristics that have led to the widely used, though somewhat
imprecise terms of hot blooded, warm blooded and cold blooded. These terms can
describe the horse’s temperament. The term “hot” itself can also be used to describe an
individual horse with a high strung personality, or a horse that is full of excess energy due
to lack of exercise, or high on life from eating spring grass or too much grain. A “cold”
horse is an individual who is sluggish or indifferent. “Hot” and “cold” could apply to the
same horse on different days or in different circumstances. A “hot” Percheron is a sight to
behold.
A breed is a group of animals with common ancestry and strong conformational
similarities. In the oldest and broadest meaning, “breed” denotes any band of the ancient,
regional horses that, due to environment and interbreeding, possess similar
characteristics. The wild bands that were able to pass on their characteristics (having
developed genetic prepotency) have shaped the modern species. The light, hot-blood
oriental breeds and the heavy, cold-blood European forest breeds formed the foundation
stock of all modern, selectively created breeds.
Hot-blood breeds are horses with sensitive, impulsive, high strung and often
unpredictable temperaments. Arabians and Barbs come to mind as hot-blooded horses.
Heavy draft style horses with calm temperaments are designated as cold-bloods.
The true Warmblood breeds of today are the European sport-horse types, Hanoverians,
Dutch Warmbloods, Oldenburgs, Trakehners, etc. They were developed over hundreds of
years by selective breeding that involved crossing hot-blood breeds (Arabs, for example)
with cold-blood breeds (local European heavy horses). By strict definition, however, cobs
and many breeds of light horses (Quarter Horses, for example) and ponies are technically
warmbloods because of their Arabian, Spanish and Thoroughbred bloodlines. So the
“temperature” of the breed says a lot about the history of the bloodlines.
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The following is a listing of various breeds broken down under the three classifications by
size:
Light Horses: American Saddlebred, Andalusians, Appaloosa, Arabian, Cleveland Bay,
Friesian, Hackney Horse, Hanoverian, Missouri Fox Trotter, Morgan, Mustang, Paint
Horse, Paso Fino, Peruvian Paso, Oldenburg, Quarter Horse, Standardbred, Tennessee
Walking Horse, Thoroughbred, Warmbloods (et al.), Welch Cob.
Draft Breeds: Belgian, Clydesdale, Norman Cob, Percheron, Shire.
Ponies: Fell, Hackney Pony, Haflinger, Icelandic Horse, Miniature, Norwegian Fjord,
Pony of the Americas, Rocky Mountain Pony, Shetland, Welsh.
There are hundreds of breeds and breed associations in existence today. Information
about specific breeds can easily be found online.
Some brief breed histories follow.
The Arabian horse is a pleasure type, hot blooded. The Arabian is one of the purest and
most ancient breeds. It is an important ancestor of all light breeds in this country, and
perhaps the world. Having evolved in harsh desert conditions, the Arabian has a large
lung capacity and outstanding endurance and stamina. Size ranges from 14.1 to 15.1 hands.
The back is short and tail carriage is distinctly high (a result of the breed’s having one less
vertebra than other breeds). The neck is long and naturally arched, with its short, fine
head set on an angle that contributes to the arch. The head has sharply pointed ears, a
distinctive dish shape and a chiseled muzzle. The Arabian’s beauty, strength, personality
and endurance have been important additions and refinements for other breeds. For
example, all modern Thoroughbreds can trace their pedigrees back to three foundation
stallions that were imported into England in the 17th and 18th Centuries.
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The Quarter Horse is a stock horse type. It was developed in the eastern part of the US
when it was still a colony of The British Empire. English Thoroughbreds were crossed
with local native horses that traced back to the stock that had been reintroduced to North
America by the Conquistadores. Those Spanish horses were hot-blood Arabians and Barbs.
One important foundation stallion of the Quarter Horse breed was an English
Thoroughbred named Janus, imported into Virginia in 1756. Janus was a grandson of the
Godolphin Arabian. The Quarter Horse breed is named for its fame as a short-distance
runner (quarter-miler). As the country moved west, so did the Quarter Horse. Working
on farms and working with cattle, the Quarter Horse gained his greatest fame, as a
natural cow horse. The American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) registry started in
1941, and the first horse in the AQHA registry is “Wimpy,” P-1. Since then, the Association
has registered more than three million horses throughout the US and 74 foreign countries.
The Association recognizes thirteen colors, five leg markings and seven face markings of
registered animals. Quarter Horses stand between 14 and 16 hands.
The Thoroughbred represents racehorse, hunter and sport horse types, and is hotblooded. One of the fastest and most valuable horses in the world, this breed is the center
of multinational racing industries and is also a renowned sport horse and hunter. The
breed has been extensively used as improvement stock for other breeds. Three foundation
studs for the Thoroughbred breed were the Byerly Turk, the Darley Arabian and the
Godolphin Arabian. In the 1600s and 1700s, they were brought to England and bred to
local English mares selected as “running” stock. Early Thoroughbreds were similar to their
sires in size, few of them exceeding 14.2 hands. Over time, larger horses were produced,
and greater speed resulted. Thoroughbreds have near-perfect proportions, with a refined
body, proportioned head and a long, lean neck. They are brave, strong, typically highstrung and frequently very temperamental.
The Haflinger is a strong, hardy, mountain pony used for forestry work, pulling, as well
as riding. The Haflinger is very long lived and can still be active and healthy at 40 years of
age. The Haflinger is known for its striking coloring, which is defined by the breed
standards as “chestnut,” not palomino, with light to golden body and white mane and tail.
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Chapter 4

CONFORMATION, INCLUDING PARTS OF THE HORSE

Conformation is based on physical appearance and outline, with the idea that bone and
muscle structures provide an index of expected utility. “Good conformation” implies a
desirable blending of features into a smooth, well-balanced individual well adapted to
doing the work for which it was bred. No single standard of “normal” conformation exists,
and each breed, recreational discipline and working class have separate guidelines that
seek to reflect the ideal of each breed or use.
Serious deviations from good conformation may lead to unsoundness or poor
performance, and are indicators of a poor purchase or breeding prospect. However, some
horses may excel in spite of a few conformation faults – for instance, the great American
Thoroughbred champion Seabiscuit was “over at the knees.” That didn’t stop him from
defeating War Admiral in a classic match race duel in 1938 (look for it on YouTube!).
Please see Parts of the Horse on the next page, and following that, there are two pages
with examples of correct conformation and faults of the front leg and hind leg,
respectively.
One of nature’s most beautiful sights is that of a horse running, racing, jumping, prancing,
rearing, kicking or bucking. One of nature’s wonders is how such slender legs and
relatively small feet handle all the weight, power and stress. Proper care including
trimming, shaping and shoeing (if necessary) is paramount to maintaining healthy feet in
the horse. There is a famous proverb attributed to various sources and versions that says,
“For want of a nail, the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe, the horse was lost; for want of a
horse, the rider was lost; and for want of a rider, the battle was lost.” Details are
important.
Proper care of the horse includes regular attention to the teeth. The teeth continue to
erupt from the surface of the gum-line throughout the horse’s lifetime, and the natural
wearing down of the tooth surface is not always even. Sharp points, jagged surfaces, and
overlong teeth are familiar by-products of aging. Tooth problems can cause eating
problems, and can interfere with proper bit fitting. So regular trips to the dentist, or more
commonly trips by the dentist to the horse, is an important part of routine horse care.

PARTS OF THE HORSE (next page)
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1. Poll
2. Ear
3. Forehead
4. Eye
5. Face
6. Bridge of the Nose
7. Nostril
8. Muzzle
9. Upper Lip
10. Lower Lip
11. Chin
12. Chin Groove
13. Jaw
14. Cheek
15. Throat Latch
16. Jugular Groove
17. Neck

18. Shoulder
19. Point of Shoulder
20. Arm
21. Chest
22. Forearm
23. Knee
24. Hoof
25. Coronet
26. Pastern
27. Ergot
28. Fetlock
29. Cannon
30. Chestnut
31. Elbow
32. Heart Girth
33. Barrel
34. Abdomen
11

35. Flank
36. Sheath/Teats
37. Thigh
38. Stifle
39. Hock
40. Gaskin (true leg)
41. Tail
42. Buttock
43. Dock
44. Croup or Rump
45. Point of Hip
46. Coupling
47. Loin
48. Back
49. Withers
50. Crest

12
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CHAPTER 5 BASIC NUTRITION
Feeding Behavior
Horses are grazing animals, and under free-range conditions will eat many small meals,
since their stomach has a limited capacity. A general rule of thumb is a horse should
consume 2% of his body weight in total food per day. For a 1200-pound horse this would
be 24 lbs per day. Many factors such as age, workload, breeding status will impact
required intake levels. Total food intake calculation should include both forage and grain
amounts combined. Small, frequent meals are much healthier than the two or three
meals a day that most stabled horses are fed. A grazing horse will eat for between ten and
twelve hours daily in periods lasting from two to three hours. Usually, horses will not
voluntarily fast for more than three to five hours; between one and five in the morning
seems to be the longest typical fasting period. Given the space and opportunity, horses
will usually establish a “bathroom” area in one corner of a pasture or large paddock, and
will deposit manure generally in that spot. They typically avoid grazing in areas which are
contaminated with manure, possibly because of the odor (despite the lush growth of grass
in that area).
Feeds should be stored in a dry place, preferably where they will be safe from pests. New
garbage cans with tight fitting lids are ideal for storing grains, as are commercial feed bins
with lids.

Feeds and Feeding
The two main classifications of feed for horses are hays, or roughages, and grains, or
concentrates. Grains are generally higher in energy, are needed in smaller amounts, and
should not exceed 40% of daily intake. High quality hay is essential to the horse's diet.
Sun cured hay is the stabled horse's primary source of vitamin D, and hay supplies energy,
calcium, protein, vitamins, and trace minerals. It is high in fiber and stimulates peristalsis
(series of wave-like muscle contractions that move food to different processing stations in
the digestive tract).
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A hay may be classified as either a grass hay or a legume hay. Legume hays are leafier
than grass hays, are higher in protein, and are higher in calcium and phosphorus. Since
feeding legume “free choice” can result in colic due to high energy and protein levels, it is
advisable to mix them with grass hays so they are not too rich. No hay should be fed if it
is moldy, fermented, weedy, or coarse and stemmy. Excessively dusty hay should be
avoided, since it can contribute to heaves (a pulmonary disease of horses characterized by
respiratory irregularities, such as coughing). Horses with heaves should have their hay
wet down to reduce dust. Hay should never be stored wet, since it could cause a barn fire
by building heat and spontaneously igniting.
Grains include corn, oats, barley, linseed, bran, and commercial pellets. Oats were once
considered to be the safest grain to feed to horses, but have fallen in popularity. Rolled
oats are more easily digestible, and steamed oats are less dusty. Bran can be used as a
laxative when fed damp, and is the basic ingredient of bran mash. It is higher in
phosphorus than many grains. Commercial pellets are popular, and are one way to insure
that all required nutrients are present in the diet, since ingredients and nutrients are
listed on the feed bag.

Water
Water may be considered the most important nutrient. Dehydration can kill faster than
any other deficiency. A 10% loss of water can cause serious issues, and a 20% loss can be
deadly. A "Skin-Pinch" test can help detect dehydration. Pinch a small fold of skin
between the junction of the neck and shoulder. Hold for a few seconds. Release and
watch the fold; it should return to original state in 1-2 seconds. If it remains tented longer
it could be an indication of dehydration. The adult horse is 65-75% water. Water should
be available to the horse at all times, except, of course, when he is hot due to exercise.
"Cooling Out" a hot horse is done by offering small amounts of water over a period of
time allowing the body to gradually return to normal temperature. The adult horse will
drink about five to ten gallons of water per day. Water intake will increase during
excessively hot weather, or during lactation in a mare. Water should be kept fresh and
clean, and buckets should be disinfected regularly. Water containing salt or high
amounts of fluoride should be avoided. Since the mineral content of water alters the
flavor, you may add some apple juice or molasses to the water (1-2 tablespoons per 5
gallons) for a few days before and during any trip to encourage the horse to drink
adequate amounts.
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Salt
Horses loose great quantities of salt through sweat, just as we do working outside on a
hot day. If the sweat is left to dry on their skin, you can taste it in the air when you go to
brush the white powder out of their coat. Salt contains equal proportions of sodium and
chloride. Salt is necessary for the regulation of fluid balance in the body, bone
mineralization, nutrient transport in cells, muscle contraction, bile production, and the
production of hydrochloric acid. A salt deficiency causes poor appetite, heat stress,
reduction of lactation, a rough hair coat, and growth reduction. About sixty grams of salt
are required daily by the horse. Salt may be added to the ration, or be fed freely either in
loose or block form. Salt blocks may be trace mineralized, iodized, or plain. Iodized
mineral blocks are recommended in the goiter belt (region of the US with soil low in
iodine). When feeding trace mineralized salt, it may be necessary to also make plain salt
available, because many horses will not consume enough trace mineralized salt to meet
their daily salt requirement.
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Chapter 6

COMMON HORSE EQUIPMENT

Brushes and Grooming Aids
Currycomb – available in metal, plastic, and rubber. Very useful for breaking up dirt and
loosening excess body hair. Metal “shedding blades” are particularly helpful on longhaired horses and ponies.
Body Brush – short to intermediate length medium stiff bristle brush, often called a
Dandy brush. Used to remove loosened dirt and excess hair.
Root Brush – long, coarse bristles. Also called a mane and tail brush, rice brush, or corn
brush, used on the mane and tail. Many people prefer to use a sturdy human hairbrush
instead of the coarse root brush.
Finishing Brush – Long, very soft bristles; used on the face and lower legs, and to polish
the coat.
Grooming Cloth and Sponges – any soft cloth or sponge that is porous and easily
cleaned after use. Used to clean delicate areas such as the dock, sheath/teats, eyes,
nostrils, etc.
Polishing Cloth – any soft, absorbent cloth; used to bring out the sheen in the coat.
Scraps of old towels work well.
Sweat Scraper – usually aluminum or plastic; some have rubber edging (horse squeegee
scraper). Scrapers come in many styles, and are very useful for removing water after a
bath. The rubber squeegees are gentle on the horse’s bony parts.
Electric Clippers – two general types, one for body clipping, and finer, quieter clippers
for use on points and the head.
Stable and Protective Equipment
Saddle racks – racks come in all forms, from simple ones attached to the tack room wall,
to free standing multiple rack structures, to portable and custom devices. It’s important
to store saddle in protected areas with good ventilation, to keep it clean and to prevent
mold.
Bridle racks – all styles and shapes, manufactured and homemade.
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Traveling boots – also called shipping boots. Nylon or leather, they usually cover the
horse’s legs (front and back) from below the coronet band to above the knee/hock.
Leg Wraps – many kinds, including polo wraps, Vetrap, thick fleece, thin cotton, in all
the colors of the rainbow, with and without Velcro fasteners and for all types of uses. Leg
wraps can serve the same purpose as shipping boots if they are placed over a thick sheet
of cotton, and wrapped over a large enough area.
Horse Blankets – to protect the horse from weather, and prevent chilling during cool
down after a workout or ride. Blankets range from light sheets to warm and heavy, wool
lined, waterproof “raincoats,” to serve every imaginable purpose.

Leather Tack
A great deal of tack and horse gear is made from leather which can be very expensive and
which will last for many years IF properly cared for. Proper cleaning and care of leather
includes frequent use of saddle soap, including beautiful, amber colored glycerin bars,
and other non-petroleum based light oils or conditioners. Many good products are
available, and most of them even smell good. When cleaning tack, be careful to inspect
for rips, tears, loose stitching, stretched holes, or thinning or weakened leather that could
lead to breakage and potential accidents. “For want of a stirrup leather, the war was lost.”

Types of Bits
There are more kinds of horse bits than you can imagine. If you want to explore the
myriad styles and designs of contraptions that can be put in a horse’s mouth hoping for
various outcomes, look through on-line catalogs such as Doversaddlery.com, Rods.com,
Statelinetack.com, or any of dozens of others. The right bit is important in achieving a
horse who is happy to do what you want.
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Chapter 7

SAFETY AROUND HORSES

It’s very important to pay attention and to keep in mind that, “Things happen around
horses.” The horse is a prey animal, meaning that he does not hunt, rather he is a source
of food for aggressive meat-eaters. His innate self-protective response to danger is first to
run away or, if cornered, to strike, bite or kick. A frightened horse is very efficient in his
use of all of these natural defenses, and he can inflict severe damage on naïve and
vulnerable humans. Understanding this, safety for the horseman entails keeping the
horse from becoming frightened. This does not mean being timid when riding or
handling the horse, or spoiling him by indulging his every whim or slight quiver. A
trained horse is very dependent upon his handler for direction and care; he does what he
is told to do. A careless rider can get both himself and his horse into trouble whether in
the show ring, on the trail, or at a sporting event.
The horse’s range of vision is almost a complete circle, as much as 350 degrees. Their
vision allows them to see potential danger at great distances. Their nature inclines them
to be looking for danger at all times. The horse has both monocular and binocular vision.
Monocular means that they can see out of the right eye and the left eye totally
independently. In other words, a horse’s right eye could be looking at a dog approaching
from the right at the same time that its left eye is looking at you approaching with a
halter to catch it in the pasture. Binocular vision refers to both eyes working in unison,
looking at the same thing at the same time. A horse uses binocular vision to look “head
on” at something. He will turn his head or even his whole body to use binocular vision to
look at something with both eyes.
The horse has four blind spots – one directly in front of the horse’s head when using
binocular vision. The second blind spot is directly under his head and neck. Another
blind spot is over the horse’s head, neck and back, and the fourth is the area directly
behind him. This is a safety issue, because something the horse cannot see, or can’t see
clearly, can startle or frighten it. Any time you are around horses, you need to be
thinking at all times, and staying aware of what they may be thinking.
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Practical Safety Principles


Beginners should learn to ride under the guidance of a competent instructor, or
with the advice of an experienced rider who knows and follows safe riding
practices.



A young or untrained (green-broke) horse is a poor choice for a novice rider or
young child. Match the horse to the rider.



All riders should be able to groom and tack their own horses.



Never surprise or startle a horse by your sudden appearance. Approach from the
left side or obliquely from the front. Never approach from the rear. Speak to alert
him of your presence, and do not look him straight in the eye.



Do not tack, groom or handle a nervous or young horse in close quarters. Lead him
out of the stall to a cross-tie or hitch rail.



Never tie a horse to an object that is not designed to restrain him (no car doors,
bumpers, fence rails, unhitched trailers, etc.).



Don’t mount a horse in the barn, or near obstacles. When mounting, gather the
reins with enough contact so the horse will feel pressure on his mouth if he tries to
move forward before you are in the saddle. Do not gather the reins so tightly that
he will back or rear as you mount.



NEVER teach your horse to rear.



Check tack attachments for stickers or burrs, or other foreign material that might
annoy the horse or irritate his skin. Keep tack in good repair. Make sure your
bridle, girth and saddle are secure and properly adjusted before you mount.



When working on a horse’s feet and legs, stand close to his side, but never directly
behind him. Even a gentle, well-trained horse will kick and stamp at flies.
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When you walk around a horse’s hindquarters to get to the other side, talk to him
and keep a hand on his body or his tail so he knows where you are. Don’t tickle
him!



Avoid riding on paved streets. There is danger from traffic, wet pavement can be
slick, and the horse may slip and fall. When crossing a busy or slick highway it is
usually safest to dismount and lead your horse across the thoroughfare. Plus,
riding on pavement is very hard on the horse’s legs.



Don’t wear FLIP-FLOPS to the barn. Your feet need good protection if you are
working around horses. To prevent getting stepped on, don’t put your feet where
he’s going to put HIS feet.



Protect your arms, legs and hands with attire that is appropriate to the event.
Helmets are designed to protect your head from injury and are always
appropriate – and wise – attire.



In the show ring, pass to the inside, not between another horse and the rail. If the
other horse kicks or shies into you, you have nowhere to go.

Leading the Horse Safely and Correctly
Walk along the horse’s near side, slightly behind his head. Hold the lead strap/rope in
your right hand about 12” to 16” from the halter. Gather the remaining lead strap/rope
neatly in a figure 8 and hold it with your left hand. Never coil a lead rope around your
arm or hand (or neck!). You could be dragged, or your hand could be injured if the horse
bolts or jerks back. The right arm should be kept in a natural position. Do not hold the
horse away at arm’s length with a rigid arm, and don’t stand directly in front of the horse,
or so close that he will step on you. Keep a safe distance that still allows you to control
your horse. In general, handle your horse from the near side, but teach him to lead from
either side.
To turn a horse out, lead him through the gate, turn him to face the gate, and release him
while stepping out of the pasture and shutting the gate.
Loading and Trailering is a special area that requires more experience and more in depth
training than we are able to go into in this study guide.
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CHAPTER 8

GROOMING AND CARE OF FEET

Grooming Procedure
Remove the stable sheet or blanket, always starting at the rear of the horse and working
toward the front, unfastening the chest buckles last. Pull the stable sheet off your horse
with the lay of the hair, toward the rear and off the rear end. Turn the stable sheet inside
out, shake it and hang it where it will air out while you are grooming.
Clean the horse’s feet. Safety point: Stand close to his side, but never directly behind him.
Even a gentle, well trained horse will kick and stamp at flies. Begin with the left forefoot.
Put the hoof pick in your right hand, and on the near side of your horse, facing his rear,
place your left shoulder against the horse’s shoulder. Bend over, run your left hand gently
but firmly down the back of the leg, stopping just above the fetlock. Press against the
horse’s shoulder, forcing his weight onto the opposite foreleg. Grasp the fetlock with the
fingers. When the horse picks up his foot, either hold it with your left hand, or rest it on
top of your left thigh or knee. If he is unwilling to pick up his foot, apply slight pressure
on the tendon just above the fetlock and behind the cannon bone.
For the left hind limb, work from the near side, standing well forward of the horse’s
hindquarters. Facing his rear with hoof pick in right hand, place your left hand on his
back and gently stroke it as far as the point of the hip. Continue stroking with your hand
going downward as far as the middle of the cannon. Press against the horse’s hip to force
his weight onto the opposite hind leg. Grasp the cannon just above the fetlock with your
right hand, and lift the foot directly toward you so the leg is bent at the hock. Let the
horse relax before continuing. Move to the rear, keeping the hind leg next to your thigh.
Avoid holding the foot out to one side as the discomfort of this position will make him
resist. Place your left leg underneath the fetlock to firmly support the leg, or hold the leg
firmly between both of your knees.
For off side cleaning, hand and body positions will be the reverse of those used on the
near side.
Safety point: When passing behind the horse keep your hand on his rump and talk to
him so he knows where you are and won’t be startled by a half-seen movement.
Clean the feet in order, first the near fore, then near hind, then off fore, finally off hind.
Use heel to toe strokes to clean out the hoof with the hoof pick. Clean around the frog
and the cleft (the depression to the rear of the frog which goes up into the hair), and the
commissures (the depressions on each side of the frog). Inspect the hoof for foreign
matter, rocks, loose shoes, possible injuries, and thrush.
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Groom the near side first, then the off side. With a curry comb, begin high on the neck
toward the poll, then do neck, withers, chest, shoulders, arm, and forearm, down to the
knee, inside and out. Then work on the back, barrel, abdomen, loin, flank, rump, down
the hind leg to the hock, inside and out. The strokes of the curry can be small and circular,
or irregular back and forth motions. Clean the currycomb by frequently hitting it on the
heel of your boot.
Use the body brush in the same sequence, going with the lay of the hair. A flicking
motion of the wrist will send loosened dirt and hair off the horse’s body. Frequently clean
the dandy brush by drawing it across the currycomb. Give extra care to the knees, elbows
and hocks. These places contact the ground when your horse lies down and dirt can
become impacted. Safety point: When cleaning the lower part of the legs, always bend
over, never kneel down.
Use the finishing brush to groom the head (face, ears, poll, cheeks and jaw). Untie the
horse and lay the halter rope over your arm or shoulder, remove the halter and fasten it
around the horse’s neck. Use a clean, damp sponge to wipe the eyes, face, ears, lips and
nostrils. Replace the halter and retie your horse.
Use a different sponge to wipe the teat or sheath area. Go to the rear of your horse, raise
the tail and clean the dock and between the legs. This is where sweat and dirt collect and
often cause sores.
Run your finger through the horse’s mane and tail to remove tangles and foreign material.
Using a mane and tail brush, start at the ends and gradually work upward to the roots.
Brush forelock.
Use the same sequence to finish your grooming by polishing the coat with a clean
grooming cloth.
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CHAPTER 9 MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING
The 2015 West Coast Horse Show Rulebook includes description of the proper technique
of mounting and dismounting, in Section 9.6 Equitation and Horsemanship. Proper
technique is as follows:
Mount:


Check equipment and fix or tighten if needed; e.g., bridle (throatlatch and chin
strap), breast collar and cinch.



Take the reins in the left hand and place hand on the withers.



Grasp the stirrup with the right hand and insert left foot.



Place right hand on the horn and mount.



The rider is to be penalized for grasping the cantle during either the mount or the
dismount.

Dismount:


Bring the excess rein to the left side, if not already there.



Place the rein hand on the withers and lift the body out of the saddle with the
right hand on the horn.



Swing the right leg over the cantle, step down and remove the left foot from the
stirrup.



Step to the horse’s head maintaining contact with the reins and await the Judge’s
instructions.



NOTE: The rider may slide down in a controlled fashion instead of stepping down.
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CHAPTER 10

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Above the Bit

The position of a horse holding his head above the rider’s hands,
so as to evade the effects of the bit.

Artificial Aid

A spur, whip, etc., used to reinforce the rider’s natural aids (legs,
hands, seat, voice, etc.).

Behind the Bit

The position of a horse that has lowered or over-flexed his head
in order to evade the effects of the bit. Same as “below the bit.”

Broodmare

An adult female horse kept for breeding.

Cadence

The rhythm of a horse’s stride, often used to describe the
regularity of steps.

Carriage

The style in which a horse carries itself, especially in regard to
the head and neck position.

Calvary

Christian Religion, the place where Christ was crucified.

Cavalry

Soldiers trained to fight on horseback.

Colt

A young male horse three years of age and under; Thoroughbred
age is up to four years.

Crop

A short riding whip.

Curb Bit

A bit with shanks and either a solid or broken mouth-piece.

Dam

The mother of a horse.

Dressage

A French term meaning “training,” and its purpose is to develop
the horse's natural athletic ability and willingness to work
making him calm, supple and attentive to his rider.

Equine

All members of the horse family including zebras and donkeys.
From the Latin equinus, from Latin equus, horse.

Favor

To limp slightly, to favor a foot or limb.

Feathers

Long hairs on the fetlocks on certain draft breeds.

Filly

A young female horse three years of age and under;
Thoroughbred age is up to four years.

Flatulent

Distended with gas.
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Foal

A young, unweaned horse of either sex.

Gait

A particular way of going, characterized by a distinctive rhythmic
movement of the feet and legs; walk, trot, lope, gallop, etc.

Gelding

A neutered male horse.

Green-broke

The minimum degree to which a horse has been trained to
accept and respond to a rider.

Hack

A horse used for riding at an ordinary gain; a pleasure ride.

Hand

A unit of measure used to describe a horse’s height at the
withers; one hand equals four inches.

Herd-bound

A horse that refuses to leave a group of horses.

Hippology

The study of the horse (from Greek: hippos, horse; and logos,
study).Today, Hippology is the title of an Equine Veterinary and
Management Knowledge Contest that is used in 4-H, FFA and
many horse breed contests.

Horse Length

Eight feet; average length of a horse, nose to tail.

Host

Any animal or plant upon which another organism lives as a
parasite.

Keratin

A tough, fibrous protein containing sulfur and forming the outer
layer of epidermal structures such as hair, nails, horn and
hooves.

Larva, Larvae

The immature, worm-like form into which certain insects hatch
from eggs.

Longe
Rein/Line

A long rope, from 8 to 24 feet long, at the end of which the horse
is made to circle around the handler. The American term is “to
longe” and the British term is “to lunge.”

Maggot

Soft-bodied, grub-like, footless larva of an insect.

Mare

An adult horse over the age of three; Thoroughbred age is over
the age of four.

Near Side

The left side of a horse.

Neat’s Foot Oil

An oil made from suet, feet and bones of cattle, used for
softening leather.
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Off Side

The right side of a horse.

Parasite

An organism living in, on, or with another living organism, at
whose expense it obtains food and shelter while contributing
nothing.

Phenotype

Characteristics of an animal, the result of its inherited material
but not necessarily transmitted to its offspring; the set of
observable characteristics of an individual resulting from the
interaction of its genotype with the environment.

Physiology

The study of body processes, the science of living organism and
its parts; the biological science of essential and characteristic life
processes, activities and function.

Post

The starting point of a race; also, a rider rising and falling in
rhythm with the trot.

Predispose

To make susceptible or liable; to put into a certain frame of
mind.

Refractory

Not responsive to treatment; obstinate; unmanageable; difficult
to melt or work; resistance to heat.

Settle

To allow a horse to relax at the halt.

Sire

The father of a horse.

Spasmodic

Sudden, violent, involuntary contractions of a muscle or group of
muscles.

Stallion

An adult male horse that has not been castrated, especially one
kept for breeding, or an adult male of another equine species.

Way of Going

Another term for action; the elevation of a horse’s legs, especially
with regard to knees and feet.

Weanling

A foal that has just been weaned, usually between the age of six
months and one year.
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